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lived at Kyme, over in Asia, a great and thriving city in
that age, and one of which we shall hear more. The
refugee settlements were already by this time beginning
to outstrip the " old country " in civilization, and the men
of Kyme were supplementing their agricultural resources
by making their city a seaport for a settled native kingdom
up-country in Phrygia. Here Hesiod's father failed in business
as a merchant sailor,1 and returned to backward and easy-
going Boiotia, whence the Aiolic founders of Kyme were
supposed to have come. At Askra he invested his remaining
possessions in buying a farm,'2 or else, conceivably, stubbed
and cleared his plot for himself, pioneer-fashion, out of the
stony wastes on the slopes of Hclikon. Certainly, if Boiotia
was not yet populated to saturation-point, Askra does sound
from Hesiod's description like one of the last spots that
would be occupied.
However, though Hesiod may grumble at the climate,
the farm did prosper sufficiently to bear division between
two sons when the old man died, and the poet addresses
his brother from the point of view of a substantial yeoman
who can afford to pick the best when buying a yoke of
plough-oxen, and whose farm, though a large family is
deprecated, will with hard work and good management
1 W.D, 633 ff.
a For the buying and selling of land at this time, ef, W.D, 341, Entirely
unnecessary scruples have been felt alxiut those passages by some moderns ;
cf. the ingenuities of Glotz, Solidarity de la JFttmilte en Cr&ce, pp. 100-7, etc.,
and the indignant question of B«loeh (after characteristically denying the
existence of any man called Hcsiod at all): u Woher hftttc or cUmn die
ey/cTTjais ? " (Q.G, I, i, p. 812 n,). The assumption that, if this right to
hold land was jealously reserved to citizens in fifth-century Athens, then it
must have been equally jealously guarded in eighth-century Boiotia, is based
merely on a priori reasoning, and k not borne out by facts. Cf. Aristotle,
Poliiics, ii, 1270, on the liberal granting of citizenship (including, of course,
ly«Tijtris) in early Sparta, as contrasted with later times; Athens, 310-
450 b.c., for a similar change from a more liberal to a less liberal policy;
or the modern American immigration laws, the agitation for which became
formidable as soon as the advancing "frontier" ceased to exist, In all
cases, the welcome given to strangers of a good type depends on whether the
country (with its existing social arrangements) is felt to be H full up ". Boiotia
evidently was not; it accordingly takes no part in Greek colonization before
the sixth century.

